Objective: Child will be able to create something and explain the choices they made in its design.

Essential Question(s): What choices do we make when we're creative? Why is it important to explain those choices?

Special Materials: Pencil and paper
Bricks Required: All

Project Structure:
Engage/Explore/Explain:
1. Begin by asking child about times they've been “creative.”
   a. Ask about what creativity is as well as how someone knows they've been “creative.” (Try to get across the idea that creativity isn't just about making something “pretty,” but rather something that's thoughtfully constructed, whatever its medium.)
2. Ask child to explain some of the times they've been creative and the choices they've made to achieve their desired results.

Explore
1. Child then builds something out of bricks. Hand out a relatively small pile of assorted bricks. This will result in child having some limits in executing their vision, which can in turn result in more creativity.
2. Once child has created something, ask them to write a story about it.